
tic properties [5 – 6]. A study conducted by Hesami et al.
[7] investigates the effect of filler bitumen interaction
numerically and experimentally. They concluded that
the filler type, size and shape are important parameters
on the mastic behavior. However, the effect of recycled
asphalt pavement (RAP) binder in the mastic was not
investigated. This is important because, mastic contains
a lot of binders and sometimes fines are entrapped
inside the binder film. So there is a need for examining
the effects of RAP binder in the mastic properties. Mastic
can be studied as semisolid or liquid depending on the
temperature and percent of fines in the mastic. In this
study, RAP mastics’ rheology is studied for better under-
standing of asphalt concrete performance.
         Recycled asphalt pavement mix contains a signifi-
cant amount of fines compared to no-RAP mix. RAP fines
also contain aged binder, making a study of mastic even
more important to evaluate the RAP mix and no-RAP mix
to understand the behavior of RAP fines in the asphalt
concrete. There are a number of studies on RAP mix per-

1      INTRODUCTION

In hot mix asphalt (HMA) concrete aggregate provides
resistance to traffic loads and asphalt binder acts as a
cementing agent to hold aggregates together. For bet-
ter packing, aggregate is selected as such that some are
coarse aggregate (retained in Number 4 sieve), some are
fine aggregate (passing Number 4 sieve) and the rest are
fines (passing Number 200 sieve). Aggregate packing is
directly related to achieving the desirable density and
durability of HMA [1]. During the mixing, fines absorb
more asphalt binder due to their larger surface area
resulting a mixture of fines and binder, which is called
mastic [2]. Studies have shown that mastic is one of the
most influential constituents of asphalt concrete for
controlling rutting and fatigue performance [3]. Studies
have shown that cracks propagate through asphalt mas-
tic rather than through aggregates or the aggregate-
mastic interface [4]. Some studies showed that high and
low-temperature properties of asphalt depend on mas-
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Abstract:
Studies have shown that rheology of asphalt mastic plays an important role in pavement performance, specifically for the
case of recycled asphalt pavement (RAP) mastics which contains mostly aged binder. This study determines the rheological
properties of RAP mastics and a comparison is conducted with the no-RAP binder. Influence of RAP fines on rutting and cracking
performances is also studied. A performance grade PG 70-22 binder is mixed with varying percentages (10, 20, and 40%) of
crushed stone (no-RAP) and RAP fines to prepare mastics. Dynamic Shear Rheometer testing is conducted to measure the com-
plex shear modulus G*, and phase angle δ of these mastics at high and intermediate temperatures through frequency sweep.
Bending Beam Rheometer test is conducted at low temperatures (-10, -16, and -22 °C) to measure the stiffness S and relaxation
(m-value). Direct Tension Test is conducted to compute the failure strain at -22 °C. Results show an improvement in rutting
with the addition of RAP fines (increase in G*/sinδ), a decline in low-temperature cracking resistance (increase in S). Addition
of RAP fines up to 20% does not affect the fatigue resistance of the mastics adversely. However, fatigue cracking of 40% RAP
mastic is shown to be high (increase in G*sinδ). 40 % RAP mastic shows a smaller failure strain than the virgin binder and 40%
no-RAP mastic, which indicates that mastics containing RAP are more susceptible to low-temperature cracking. To characterize
the viscoelastic properties of the RAP mastics, the G*master curve is constructed at 22 °C reference temperature. RAP mastics’
master curves follow the sigmoidal function irrespective of %RAP in mastics. However master curves do not show any signif-
icant difference between RAP mastics and no-RAP mastics.
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cy, 40% RAP mastic has higher G* than others, which
implies it has more susceptibility to low-temperature
cracking. Finger 11 does not show any significant differ-
ence between RAP and no-RAP mastics except the 40%
RAP mastic. Therefore, the master curve may not be the
ideal way for the comparison of RAP fines and no-RAP
fines in mastics, though the mix master curve has been
used in the recent MEPDG [20].

5      CONCLUSIONS

In this study, virgin binder, three different RAP mastics,
and three different no-RAP mastics are studied to com-
pare and understand the effect of RAP fines in the mas-
tics’ rheological properties. To determine this, a series
of laboratory tests were conducted to measure the rhe-
ological properties of all the samples. From the test
results, the following conclusions can be made:
n   RAP and no-RAP mastics show a decrease in shear

modulus G* with increasing temperatures. Mastics
show an increase in phase angle δ with increasing
temperatures. The isothermal curve for all mastics
shows a reduction in δ value and an increase in G*
value due to the addition of fines. It can be concluded
that that addition of RAP or no-RAP fines increases
the elastic behavior and makes the binder stiffer.

n   The rutting parameter G*/sinδ at high temperatures
increases significantly with the addition of fines.
Also, 40% RAP mastic has higher G*/sinδ value than
the 40% no-RAP mastic. That is, the addition of 40%
or more RAP fines improves the rutting resistance.

n   The fatigue cracking parameter G*sinδ at intermedi-
ate temperature increases significantly with the
addition of 40% RAP fines when compared to 40%
no-RAP fines. However, the addition of up to 20%
RAP fines shows a similar G*sinδ value as no-RAP
mastic. That is, adding more than 20% RAP fines
makes mastic more prone to fatigue cracking.

n   At low temperatures, stiffness increases and the m-
value decreases with decreasing temperatures for
all mastics. Therefore, the addition of RAP and no-
RAP fines increases the low-temperature cracking
potential of mastics. Overall, RAP mastics experience
high low-temperature cracking compared to that of
no-RAP mastics.

n   At low temperature, failure strength of mastic
increases with the addition of RAP and no-RAP fines.
However, RAP mastics have more failure strength
than no-RAP mastic. Therefore, the addition of RAP
fines makes mastic more brittle than no-RAP mas-
tics.

n   G*data of mastics can be fitted to a sigmoidal shape
master curve irrespective of percentage of fines con-

tents. Increase in G* is noticed due to the addition of
fines, however, no significant difference is found
between RAP and no-RAP mastics.
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